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  She believes every person has innate resilience and this book demonstrates how to tap into it right now. Nan
Henderson has been teaching people all over the world how to become resilient for more than twenty years.This one-of-a-
kind resource shows you exactly how to bounce back from stress, crises, and all life adversity based on decades of social
science research on human resiliency.
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Great workbook to assist you be resilient. I am a Mission leader in a hospital with 900 workers. We recently finished a
10 month long mission formation program of 20 employees. Nan Henderson has come up with a workbook to expand our
Resilience learning procedure also to help us teach the new resilience method of wellness! The employees in this 10
month program will find out about our history, our mission, and entire person care. Because of this next formation plan
we will be using the Resiliency Workbook, each worker will receive one and we will work on it together. The 1st
formation program I discovered that our workers needed to find out about resiliency, and self-compassion, more than
anything else. You won't be disappointed! Four Stars good handouts Four Stars As advertised Five Stars good book
Whatever trauma you've endured, this workbook will show you to health and healing. The author backs up her promises
by citing specific empirical resources. It is SO good! The Executives adored the responses from the employees so much
that they are allowing me to have 40 employees for this second group. Awesome information I've used Nan Henderson's
resiliency toolbox for several years in my own classroom. The students I've taught these to have benefitted immensely
from Understanding who they are, their very own resiliency abilities, and how to use them. I am doing the workbook with
several other, quite varied people, and I am especially impressed with how successfully the queries are asked so we
think of real-lifestyle answers, but don't feel threatened by the questions. When she finally recognized she did, the
appearance on her face was one I'll never forget. I know it changed her life forever. It is SO good! Nan Henderson has
come up with the most complete and applicable details and guide around. GREAT TOOLBOX What makes this book so
excellent is that it provides you with various ideas to assist you in building resiliency. I have already been facilitating
resiliency learning for a long time while also teaching other resiliency trainers. I highly recommend this reserve as an
essential guide for anyone experiencing a health challenge of any kind. Reading this publication and working through the
actions will clearly provide the emotional and spiritual lift that is needed to spur the body to recovery! We use this
workbook while a learning device for mentoring resilience and a primer for resilience entrepreneurial learning! As a
health care provider, I have become convinced of the link between a person's mind, feelings, and physical body. In my
own research I found Resiliency.com which workbook. Henderson for the task and schooling you do. Thank you Ms. This
workbook is fabulous! This workbook is fabulous! Each section begins with an explanation of the area being discussed
and is definitely followed by thought provoking queries. One of my learners was convinced she didn't possess any
resiliency. We are having great discussions and learning from one another, as well as the book. Furthermore, resiliency
can seem like an extremely slippery concept, yet the workbook provides great clarity to the topic. I anticipate doing this
workbook every year or two to help me identify and emphasize my latest resiliency experiences. I believe anyone can
learn from this workbook, regardless of whether you do it only or with others. Have a look at this book, then put it in
your basket, buy it and get to function!! I used the workbook myself and found it an excellent tool for myself and to help
my workers "bounce back stronger".
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